GradPlan for EPET  
**Entering Courses in Your Program Plan**

When you select courses for your program plan in GradPlan, place the courses in categories with the pull-down menu. For your EPET program plan, use the following categories:

- **Core** – for Proseminar courses
- **Research Requirement** – for required inquiry and research courses
- **Major Field** – for emphasis area (Educational Psychology or Educational Technology) selectives
- **Concentration** – for your area of concentration courses
- **Elective** – for any additional courses

Using these categories will organize the courses in your program plan by the required areas. Please do not use the other categories in the pull-down menu.

**EPET Course Requirements**

**Proseminar** (GradPlan course category: *Core*)
- CEP 900
- CEP 901A or CEP 901B

**Educational Inquiry and Research** (GradPlan course category: *Research Requirement*)
- CEP 930
- CEP 932
- CEP 933
- CEP 995

**Emphasis Area Courses** (GradPlan course category: *Major Field*)
3 from one list of selectives. If you take additional courses from the list, count them as part of your concentration or as electives.

**Educational Psychology**
- CEP 902
- CEP 903
- CEP 904
- CEP 905
- CEP 907
- CEP 909*
- CEP 910
- CEP 911
- CEP 912
- CEP 915
- CEP 957
- CEP 957*
- CEP 958
- CEP 980

**Educational Technology**
- CEP 909
- CEP 916
- CEP 917
- CEP 951
- CEP 952
- CEP 953
- CEP 956
- CEP 957*
- CEP 981

*courses are being added to selectives list

**Area of Concentration** (GradPlan course category: *Concentration*)
At least five additional courses in the student’s area of concentration. Label concentration courses as *concentration*, even if there are more than 5 courses.

**Electives** (GradPlan course category: *Elective*)
Label any additional courses as *elective*.

**Course Notes**: List course title for Special Topic courses (ex. CEP 991A) and any approved waived courses.
Research Information

Tentative Dissertation Subject:
Complete field with tentative Dissertation Title

Comprehensive examination areas:
Complete field with: Educational Psychology and Educational Technology

The candidate expects to pass the comprehensive examination by:
List Semester and Year (ex. Spring 2017, SS17)